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By comparing three expression vectors for the rabies virus (Rv) minigenome, we show that the characteristic of the Rv RNA is important for efficient rescue despite its not being crucial for replication. Moreover, we show that the coexpression of the viral proteins from helper Rv and Mokola virus could rescue the Rv minigenome while Rv-related European bat lyssavirus 1 could not, suggesting that the signals controlling transcription and replication are conserved in the distinctly related Rv and Mokola virus.

Rabies virus (Rv) and related viruses from the genus Lyssavirus of the family Rhabdoviridae induce fatal encephalitis in mammals (5). The viral genome is a nonsegmented, single-stranded RNA (about 12 kb long) (8, 21) of negative polarity encapsidated by nucleoproteins. The genome codes for five successive genes. The 3′ and 5′ extremities have two short sequences, named the leader and trailer regions, that contain the essential signals promoting genome and antigenome transcription, replication, and encapsidation (20).

A rescue method has been developed for biologically active ribonucleocapsid assembly by coexpression in the cell cytoplasm of the N, P, and L proteins with a synthetic RNA minigenome (7, 15). This coexpression is under the control of a T7 promoter in which the T7 RNA polymerase (T7RNAP) is provided in trans by a recombinant vaccinia virus (9). By using this method, it was shown with vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV; another rhabdovirus) that the exact 3′ end of the viral RNA genome is crucial for transcription and replication, whereas extra GGG nucleotides added at the 5′ end for T7RNAP transcription were tolerated to some extent (14). In this study, we created different minigenome expression vectors to determine whether these extra nucleotides could affect rescue efficiency. Moreover, we developed a novel rescue protocol using a helper virus that allowed us to examine the possibilities of rescuing an Rv minigenome with heterologous lyssavirus.

Minigenome expression vectors. All of the minigenome constructs used in this study are under the control of a T7RNAP promoter (Fig. 1A); it includes the trailer and leader sequences with a polylinker between the start and stop transcription signals, and it contains a hepatitis delta virus ribozyme (HdvRz) designed to cut the RNA at the leader-HdvRz junction, producing a minigenome with an exact 3′ viral end (1, 18).

Construct pDL.GGG encoded three extra G nucleotides at the minigenome 5′ end, since GGG is optimal for transcription initiation by the T7RNAP (10, 17). However, the additional GGG was thought to decrease the minigenome’s replication efficiency. Thus, we designed the construct pDL.Ham, in which a hammerhead ribozyme (HamRz) (16) was inserted between the GGG and the minigenome; the ribozyme cleaves the RNA to produce an exact 5′ viral end. Therefore, pDL.Ham combines efficient T7RNAP transcription (initiation on GGG) with optimal minigenome replication (authentic viral 5′ end). pDL.Mut was similar to pDL.Ham, but both ribozymes were mutated to insert restriction sites. SmaI was selected because it is absent from the Rv genome and very rare in the lyssavirus genomes. The restriction sites were inserted into ribozymes so that they exactly flanked the viral sequences (Fig. 1B). The flexible structure of the HamRz allowed us to create the SmaI site simply by mutagenesis within helix III, which is not critical for RNA cleavage (16) as long as the helical structure is conserved. Mutation of the genomic HdvRz was more complex because much of the sequence is important for the structure and function of the ribozyme (1, 19). To our knowledge, this is the first time that a restriction site was created within a functionally important region of the HdvRz. Therefore, the activity of this mutated HdvRz was unknown.

Ribozyme activity in vitro. The three expression vectors were transcribed in vitro by the T7RNA transcription kit (Promega) for 90 min at 30°C. Under these conditions, ribozymes are able to cut RNA (Fig. 2). pDL.GGG generated the full-length RNA (325 nucleotides [nt], upper band) and two smaller RNA products (206 and 119 nt) resulting from HdvRz cleavage. Similarly, pDL.Ham and pDL.Mut produced all of the expected RNA cleavage intermediates (322 and 254 nt), demonstrating the functionality of both ribozymes. Interestingly, the amounts of minigenome product (203 and 206 nt) were roughly equivalent in all of the constructs, indicating that the HamRz does not significantly affect the amount of the final product, at least in vitro. Rather, the bands corresponding to RNA transcripts cut only by HamRz (322 nt) are more intense than those corresponding to RNA cut only by HdvRz (254 nt). This indicates that the HamRz cleaves the RNA more efficiently than does the HdvRz in vitro. The mutated HdvRz of the pDL.Mut construct slightly reduced in vitro activity compared to the wild-type HdvRz of pDL.Ham.

Rescue with a helper virus. A luciferase reporter gene was inserted in a negative sense (relative to the T7 promoter) into the polylinker of the three expression vectors. Thus, the coding
strand is under the control of the Rv transcription signals. Rescue of the minigenomes was assayed in BHK-21 cells that were first infected with Rv strain PV helper virus (9). These cells were superinfected 24 h postinfection (hpi) with the T7RNAP recombinant vaccinia virus and transfected 25 hpi with one of the constructs (Fig. 3A). Cells were harvested at 72 hpi, and a luciferase assay (Promega kit) was performed. The three vectors displayed a high nonspecific background in mock-infected cells, but they showed clearly higher specific activity (two- to fourfold) in cells infected with the helper virus.

To further examine the efficiency of rescue, a passage of the minigenome was tested. Cell supernatant collected at 72 hpi was used to reinfect fresh BHK-21 cells, which were assayed for luciferase activity 24 h later (Fig. 3B). This passage resulted in complete elimination of the nonspecific background in mock-infected cells. This allowed us to reliably compare the three different constructs. The pDL.Ham and pDL.Mut vectors showed, respectively, three and four times as much luciferase activity as did pDL.GGG. This indicates that the extra nucleotides 5' of the minigenome have an inhibitory effect on its transcription and/or replication. Also, the pDL.Mut vector appeared to be at least as efficient as the pDL.Ham vector, demonstrating that the mutations introduced into the HdVRz did not hamper minigenome vector rescue. This is indirect proof of the ribozyme’s functionality in vivo. The specific signal decreased dramatically upon the second passage and disappeared after the third (data not shown).

Negative-strand RNA virus minigenomes rescued by helper virus have already been described, but they involved a natural

FIG. 1. (A) Rv minigenome constructions. Leader and trailer sequences are represented reversed because all of the constructions encode a negative-strand Rv minigenome. The RNA produced after transcription and ribozyme cleavage is shown protruding. (B) Ribozyme sequences and secondary structures are shown flanking a negative-strand minigenome in which the luciferase gene has been cloned. The gray boxes indicate the nucleotides mutated in the HdVRz to insert an Smal restriction site.

FIG. 2. The minigenome-encoding vectors were transcribed in vitro. The products migrated on a 6% acrylamide gel colored with ethidium bromide. The little sketches represent the following cleavage products: H, HamRz; M, minigenome; D, HdVRz. Fragment sizes are indicated.
defective interfering (DI) or direct RNA transfection (12, 13). The protocol presented here combines helper virus and recombinant vaccinia virus, so that only one plasmid needs to be transfected into the cell. This helper virus rescue protocol produced the same results as those using the proteins expressed from cloned genes. Thus, minigenomes created by helper rescue can be passaged through cells, although apparently no more than two or three times. We cannot explain the clearance of the minigenome by subsequent passages, although it could involve (i) mechanisms that reduce the defective interfering particle’s replication or (ii) viral interference. Indeed, it makes sense for the virus to eliminate interfering particles.

**Rescue entirely from cDNA.** pDL.Ham and pDL.Mut were rescued with viral proteins expressed from Rv genes cloned downstream of the T7 promoter: the N, P, M, and G proteins were from the Rv PV strain (pBluescript vector); the L protein expression vector (Rv SAD B19 strain) was kindly provided by Klaus Conzelmann (Fig. 3C) (7). Again, the minigenome with an authentic 5' end (pDL.Mut) produced twice as much reporter gene expression as did pDL.GGG, which definitively demonstrates that an exact viral 5' end is more efficient for viral rescue. Also, rescuing with the helper virus protocol described previously gave comparable results, indicating that the two methods are consistent. We conclude from these two experiments that extra 5' nucleotides somehow decrease rescue efficiency, most likely through polymerase-promoter interaction. Replication of these extra G nucleotides by the viral polymerase would give rise to an antigenome with three extra C nucleotides on the 3' end. This would presumably inhibit binding and/or initiation of replication by the viral polymerase. Surprisingly, it has been show in VSV that up to four extra nucleotides 5’ of the trailer can be somehow corrected by viral replication (14). The same phenomenon probably occurs during pDL.GGG minigenome rescue.

Interestingly, the hammerhead construct increases rescue efficiency without reducing T7RNAP transcription or the amount of minigenome RNA processed. This is because the HamRz cleaves more efficiently than the HdvRz, at least in vitro, and does not appear to be the limiting step in the process. The HamRz could be used in any RNA-expressing vector in which a discrete 5' end is important, and it would be especially useful for RNA virus reverse genetics. The extra 3' nucleotides have been reported to dramatically inhibit RNA template activity for VSV, and we have now shown that extra 5' nucleotides also act as an inhibitor in Rv. It is important to note that this is true for rhabdoviruses, but it is probably not true for respiroviruses. Indeed Sendai virus DI tolerates up to 100 extra nucleotides on the 3' end without significantly decreasing its template efficiency (22). But the respiroviruses are subject to the “rule of six” (4), meaning that their promoters are active in a defined nucleocapsid context: the polymerase recognizes the RNA promoter precisely covered by nucleoproteins. There is no such “quality control” in rhabdoviruses, as they definitely are not subject to any kind of rule of six. This would explain why they need precisely defined 3’ termini.

**Rv minigenome rescue by others lyssaviruses.** Rescue with a helper provides a useful tool with which to test cross-activity with heterologous rescue. The Rv minigenome produced by pDL.Mut was assayed in a helper rescue with two different Rv-related lyssaviruses: Mokola virus and European bat lyssavirus 1 (EBL1) (Fig. 4). Mokola virus, one of the more divergent lyssaviruses from Rv (2, 3, 11), rescued and passaged the strain PV Rv minigenome nearly as well as did Rv itself. This indicates that Mokola virus proteins are able to encapsidate and transcribe the Rv RNA minigenome and to promote viral miniparticle budding from the cell. In contrast, EBL1 failed to rescue the Rv minigenome. A small amount of reporter gene activity was detected above the background after transfection, but this totally disappeared after passage. It is not clear whether EBL1 failed to encapsidate/transcribe the Rv RNA minigenome or whether it would not allow viral budding. Interestingly, Mokola virus is genetically more divergent from Rv PV than is EBL1. These results are consistent with previous work showing that Mokola virus can complement an Rv defective for the L gene but EBL1 cannot (6). This suggests that the failure of EBL-1 proteins to rescue the Rv minigenome probably...
involve the L polymerase-RNA template interaction. Thus, the encoded transcription and replication signals could be different from those of Rv and Mokola virus. This hypothesis will be tested once the EBL-1 leader and trailer have been sequenced.
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